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THE TEXT BOOK PROBLEM
IN VIRGINIA
THE answer to the public's problem
of textbook purchase and also to
the dilemma of state authorities in
their effort to obtain low prices at the same
time that the educational needs of the child
are supplied, lies finally in a system of free
textbooks.
Virginia with a permissive free textbook
law lags behind the more progressive states.
In 1929 twenty-one states had mandatory
free textbook laws; and twenty-three had
permissive laws. Indications are that within
another ten years most of the states will
have adopted the free system to the advantage of all concerned.
At the present time Virginia has seven
free textbook areas; namely, Richmond,
Newport News, Arlington County, Norfolk,
Winchester, Lynchburg, and Fairfield District of Henrico County. Norfolk supplies
free texts in all grades through the junior
high schools; Lynchburg, in the elementary
grades only; and Winchester, in all the elementary grades from one through six and
a few texts in grades seven and eight. The
other four areas supply free textbooks
throughout the schools. Approximately
70,000 pupils enjoy the benefits of free
books in Virginia.
Free Books Cost Less
A study of the operation of schools under the free book system reveals a marked
presence of efficiency, low price, variety of
books, and the absence of uninformed criticism which does much to thwart educational progress.
The striking fact about free textbook
This article appeared in the Richmond TimesDispatch for April 27, 1931, as the eighth in a
series of articles on textbook adoptions, and is
here reprinted by permission of the editor.

NUMBER 5

systems is that books can be bought at a
per capita cost far below what the average
citizen imagines. In Richmond schools
during the year 1929-30, the total enrolment
of 37,416 pupils was supplied with all textbooks at a total cost of $45,888.09 or $1.46
per pupil.
The average per capita cost in these elementary schools was $1.20; in these high
schools, $1.95. Compare these figures with
typical costs in the bought-book areas and
the economy of free textbooks will be obvious. New books in the third grade have
been costing the student over $2 and the
higher the grade the more expensive the
books. High school students pay approximately $7 for new texts used in one year.
When these figures are compared with the
$1.20 elementary and the $1.95 high school
per capita costs for textbooks in a free
textbook area, the conclusion is inescapable;
Free textbooks are the answer to the parent's complaint that new adoptions are expensive.
Richmond Not Typical
Richmond schools are scarcely typical of
the entire state. The cost of textbooks here
are even higher than in most state free systems, for Richmond experiments widely and
provides what is generally recognized to be
an excellent public school training for its
children.
It is said that for $1 per pupil, textbooks
can be supplied free to all the pupils of a
state.
The secret of lower costs in free textbookareas lies in the relatively small percentage
which is added to the wholesale price to establish the cost to the public. Richmond
pays an agent 5 per cent of the wholesale
price to distribute books to the local schools.
Some free areas pay as high as 9 per cent.
But in counties and cities where pupils buy
their own books, the percentage is usually
around 10 or 12.
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Thus on the economic side alone, free making some pupils appear the objects of
textbooks are the way toward reducing a charity, they facilitate the making of new
state book bill to an absolute minimum at
adoptions without accompanying lay critithe same time that educational efficiency is
cism ; they last longer and remain in better
not only preserved but extended.
condition than bought books; and their use
How Applied to Virginia?
teaches regard for public property.
There are approximately 560,000 pupils
It is commonly believed that a pupil with
in Virginia. At about one dollar each, free
a free book is careless with the care and
books could be supplied. Since there are
treatment of the volume. Experience in
approximately 1,000,000 taxpayers in the the Virginia textbook areas has shown that
State of Virginia, an annual capitation tax the very opposite is true. Free textbooks,
of fifty cents would furnish free books all on the authority of Richmond school offiover the state. The system could be inaugucials, actually last longer than books owned
rated without difficulty by asking students by pupils. This fact is indicated in figures
in the first year of such a state-wide plan
which show that annual replacements in free
to donate whatever textbooks they felt free
book systems are seldom over 33 per cent
to release and thereafter receive all books
in elementary grades or over 25 per cent in
free.
the high schools. Replacements of pupilWhen it can be shown that costs are re- owned books are frequently from 10 to 15
duced and school efficiency is increased by per cent higher than these figures.
free textbooks, it follows that few publicShould State Own Books?
minded citizens could logically object to
The question of whether the state should
this additional tax.
own free books or merely act as a supervisExperience of this and other states points ory body, directing the governmental units
directly to the success of free textbooks. in the choice and use of the books, is still
Ever since 1818 when Philadelphia adopted
open. The tendency in textbook purchases
the plan of supplying all public school pupils is toward allowing the local community to
with free books, the system has gained in do the financing and the state to furnish
popularity and practicality.
supervision and ultimate legal control.
No valid arguments exist against the
At the present time the Virginia free book
plan. It is held that free textbooks disareas are free from many restrictions of
courage personal ownership of all books, the State Board. In other words, the board
encourage the use of dirty and unattractive grants privileges on request which make
books, increase taxes, puts additional work- these localities practically autonomous eduon teachers, and place too great a burden
cationally.
on the state.
For instance, the Richmond school auFree Books Have Proved Value
thorities are not seriously affected by the
The answer which comes from nation- recent adoptions. They will examine the
wide experience is that free textbooks are new list, adopt or continue according to
no more a part of public and parent initiatheir judgment, and request approval from
tive than a teacher's salary; they encourage the State Board. Since Richmond has mainefficient teaching and ease of getting a class tained relatively high educational standards,
under way; they make the supplying of a the state authorities have in the past been
large variety of supplementary books pos- inclined to grant all its requests. Here is
sible; they are part of compulsory school an example of that supervision which works
attendance and of the tools with which free well with the independence of local school
education works; they avoid the stigma of units.
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what we do with our knowledge that
When it is noted that as early as 1912 counts.
twenty state superintendents of public inIn the good old days it wasn t considstruction, when asked for a blanket opinion ered wise to permit a boy to make his own
of free textbooks, replied without qualifi- decision regarding his career, and consecation in their favor, spread of the plan in- quently he was forced to accept that of his
dicates a greater and more permanent suc- parents or some other well-meaning adcess.
viser.
Solving Our Problem
The number of people who are occupyThe textbook situation in Virginia points ing positions distasteful to them should be
directly to free texts as a solution of this argument enough that something is wrong
one aspect of the problem of public educa- with this method.
tion. Free textbooks mean at bottom less
In those cases where it has been abancost to the public and greater efficiency to doned, is it because we have come to recthe schools. No reputable authority has ognize that interest and aptitude have
been found to gainsay either of these state- something to do with the success and jo\
ments.
in work or because the boy or girl has
Alan Burton Clarke
rebelled against being forced into doing
something distasteful to him?
If there is one thing that modern youth
GUIDANCE IN THE HIGH
knows better than anything else, it is what
he does not want to do. But, having made
SCHOOL
this discovery and being the possessor of
I HAVE been asked to talk to you for a
a freedom hitherto unknown, is he in any
few minutes on the organization of better position to make a wise choice of
a guidance program in the high his life work than were his parents? Unschool.
fortunately, freedom does not carry with
Some of the suggestions made may seem it the guarantee that it will be wisely used.
visionary, but an ideal is useful in helping Knowing what we dislike to do doesn't
to effect the best form of compromise to necessarily mean that we have well defined
be made.
ideas about what we want to do. Neither
It should not be necessary to discuss the does the fact that certain types of work
reasons why we should change our at- have a greater appeal than others indicate
titudes toward educational aims nor to list that a choice should be made on this basis
those objectives of education in a democ- alone.
racy that, by this time, are so well known
How then shall a boy or girl go about
that if I should mention one you could it to select and plan his career, and what
complete the list automatically.
have we to do with it?
If the mere act of gaining knowledge
Are we going to continue to try to fool
would insure results, there would be no ourselves and our pupils into believing that
reason for further effort on our part, but, what we offer is good for them ? Do we
unless approved theories are put into prac- really believe that if they follow a pretice, they fall into the class of those things scribed course in school they will somehow
which are nice to know. It isn t what we be prepared for anything that turns up in
know nor how we feel about things but the way of work? Are we still advising
children to take a subject because they
This paper was read at a District G meeting of never can tell when they may need that
the Virginia Education Association, held at the particular bit of knowledge?
Handley High School, Winchester, on March 13.
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It is true that we have differentiated ards entailed by this type of procedure, it
somewhat in the matter of courses, but has been suggested that sometime before
have we gone far enough?
he has to make a choice the pupil, at least,
To pretend that children like our edu- be given an opportunity to find out what
cational diet is just as absurd as to pre- it is all about. This cannot be accomtend that because spinach is good for us we plished by a talk by the principal.
prefer it to other more palatable foods.
It should be in the form of a course, the
What teacher who has had difficulty in length and content of which depend upon
having the necessary assignments prepared the type of organization in the high school.
has failed to note that there is something
If it is a six-year high school, no dewrong with pupil attitudes toward school ? cisions should be made before entrance,
The reasons why school work isn't ex- and the guidance class should come either
citing to many children are numerous, and in the seventh or eighth grade.
a discussion of these would fill more than
It should have a content that will aim
one volume. Most of us charge it to in- to enlighten the pupil regarding the purdifference and laziness, and let it go at pose of the junior high school, to teach
that.
him the necessary skills, knowledge and
It is obvious that there is much indiffer- wisdom involved in getting an education
ence toward the school and its require- and to give him some idea of various types
ments, but can we call a boy lazy, who will of occupations.
spend hours of labor on some task of his
Before entering senior high school he
own choice, just because he will not spend should know what it has to offer that will
a minute on a school assignment?
help him to pursue the types of work inIf we face all of the facts, can we fail to teresting to him and to increase his chances
see that there is something wrong with a for successful living.
product that, in too many cases, can't even
Although it is far too soon to make a
be given away?
choice, he should have investigated a numIt is useless to pretend that guidance is ber of occupations and should have in mind
a cure-all and that, once it becomes a part several that might appeal to him as his life
of school work, all our troubles will be work. Knowing the educational requireover.
ments for their successful pursuit, he will
But, without it the time spent in high be better fitted to select courses and, if he
school is much like being "all dressed up has a serious interest in a career, he may
with no place to go," and just about as even consent to do the required work of
interesting.
the subject chosen.
We take it for granted that when a pupil
Brewer calls this phase of guidance the
enters high school he knows exactly where vestibule plan, and likens the present methhe is going and how to get there. He signs od of selecting courses to road signs
up for courses about which he knows noth- which are placed so that they cannot be
ing except that this one leads to college read until after the road has been entered.
and that one doesn't. Often he chooses
The inconvenience of making the wrong
one course because there is a tradition that turn is slight compared to that of a highit is easy or avoids another because of a school boy who finds out at mid-term that
personality defect in a teacher. All of this he has traveled miles on the wrong road
may be true, but to a person who has a and that there are no cross-roads to help
purpose they become minor details.
him out of his dilemma.
In order to decrease the number of hazThese are days of high powered sales-
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been given a fair trial. They may prove
manship, and the schools will do well to
time-savers in the end. Why commit a
adopt some modem methods of advertising
pupil to a subject for a year when a few
in order to increase the number of willing
weeks will determine whether he has the
consumers.
interest or ability to do the work ?
But, before we do too much talking, we
The greatest difficulty is that encountered
should look over our stock to find out
in small systems with limited shop faciliwhether all that we have is worth selling,
ties, but this can be offset somewhat by the
whether it is usable in its present form,
organization of clubs and by encouraging
or if it should be revamped to suit present
pupils to develop their hobbies. Perhaps
needs; and let us get some new slogans, too.
some enthusiastic teachers will consent to
Is it true that an education is an assurride their hobbies to school some day for
ance of increased earning power? If so,
the purpose of arousing interest in vocawhy are there so many so-called educated
tional and avocational pui suits.
people receiving low compensations?
We mustn't overlook the fact that it is
If it doesn't pay to go to school, what
becoming more and more important to
is the purpose of an education?
Mathematics was at one time considered teach children how to play. The increased
invaluable as a means of training the pow- use of machinery and the decrease in the
number of working hours give the worker
ers of reasoning, truth-telling and what not,
more leisure time than he knows what to
and the study of Latin helped us to rememdo with. If he hasn't learned something
ber—but what did it help us to remember?
of the art of wholesome playing, he is apt
Since the explosion of the theory of faculty
psychology, the old reasons for curriculum to spend it thinking about his troubles,
talking about the neighbors or in some way
content have become impared.
more harmful to the community. A leisure
Why de we teach these subjects now?
time activity often becomes a permanent
There are good reasons for teaching the
means of earning a living.
old stand-bys, but, if they are to remain
It is said that a man who kept a small
in the curriculum, it must be because they
shop in a town in the middle west spent
serve a newer and better purpose.
his spare time wandering through the
The junior high school, fostering the
woods and in making bows and arrows. In
idea of exploration, lends itself admirably
time he became so skillful at this art that
to the guidance plan.
archers in European countries placed their
The curriculum should be rich and varied,
orders for supplies with him, and he gave
and the aim should be to help children find
up the shop in order to have more time
out their interests and abilities. In order
to devote to this work.
to accomplish this purpose it has been sugWhile we are putting some life into the
gested that they be given an opportunity
curriculum, let us examine our teaching
to sample various subjects and activities
methods. Do they inspire interest or do
by means of series of short try-out courses.
they kill it? Some teachers think that if
Thus, we have general mathematics, gentheir pupils are having a good time they
eral languages, general science, and short
aren't earning their salaries.
units of various shop activities to serve as
The junior high school period is a critvocational samplings.
ical one in a child's life. The work can not
Some school people object to try-out
be made too interesting.
courses on the grounds that they are a
It isn't necessary to create the impreswaste of time or that they haven't produced
sion that without a certain amount of
the desired results. They haven't always
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agonizing the result of effort can not be
the class, how to take notes, how to keep a
dignified by the title of work.
careful record of assignments, how to work
One of the purposes of the guidance
with others, how to listen attentively, how
movement was to eliminate those factors to apply the knowledge gained so that it will
which tend to cause dissatisfaction with
function in life.
work and to increase the possibilities for
This isn't anything like a complete list but
enjoying it.
these are some of the things that we take it
No guidance program is complete without for granted that children know how to do.
providing an opportunity for individual They should occupy a prominent place in
conferences. The courses on vocations are our planning and should be taught under
general and without counseling may tend careful supervision, not just talked about.
to increase the difficulties of the pupil. He
Teachers of shop, music, cooking, sewneeds information and help that he cannot ing, and art should know and discuss with
obtain in the class discussion period.
their pupils the vocational opportunities in
The counselor should have access to the fields of their work.
school records, test results, and every posThe makers of modern arithmetics have
sible kind of information about the pupils
responded to the guidance idea by includwith whom he works. He needs to know ing material that is more practical and by
about occupational opportunities and, in
eliminating those types that formerly profact, should be especially trained for the vided only mental gymnastics.
work. Counseling takes time, and where
If you will glance through the table of
possible it should be handled by a person contents of the arithmetic that has been rewho can give his full time to this and to cently adopted for use in this state, you
group guidance.
will find hardly a topic that does not have
In schools where a full time counselor
some bearing upon vocations. Here are
can not be employed, the work is sometimes
some of them. Earning, spending, and savgiven to a group of teachers who are inter- ing money; buying and selling on commisested and will fit themselves for doing it. sion ; borrowing money; doing business with
They are given a lighter teaching schedule the bank; general nature of corporations;
and the extra periods are given to counselgeometric forms in art; transportation;
ing and classes in vocations.
building industries.
All teachers do not make good counselors
Of course, some of these were found in
and care should be exercised in their selec- the old arithmetic, but they have been
tion. The counselor should not make decishumanized, and they needed to be.
ions; and suggestions are safer if they are
How can the social studies be utilized to
of the negative sort. A child should not be
create an interest in vocational problems?
forced into choosing an occupation and one Here, too, we find a rich field of material
should be sure of his grounds before steer- including such topics as the industrial reving him away from one.
olution, transportation and communication,
If it is impossible to carry out any of the immigration, commerce, tariff, and agriculfeatures of guidance that have been men- ture.
tioned, there are many opportunities for
The mere inclusion of these in the course
guidance in the classroom.
of study does not by any means indicate
The following skills should be taught by that they function in the field of guidance.
every teacher in connection with her parUnless the emphasis is placed upon their
ticular subject; how to study, how to pre- effect upon the worker, their significance as
pare oral topics and to talk distinctly before such may be easily overlooked.
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As for English, there is no subject in the
curriculum that lends itself better to the
purpose of vocational guidance. The following merely indicate how the guidance
idea may be used to motivate the work;
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A STUDY OF THE STARS

A Fifth Grade Unit of Study
AT THE beginning of the term, the
children listed the things which
might be studied in Nature. They
mentioned birds, trees, flowers, animals, and
1. Oral and written reports on occupations
insects, all of which they had studied in
in which children are interested.
other grades. Finally, the subject of stars
2. Group discussions or debates bringing was suggested by some one. But the sugout the relative advantages of various gestion did not meet with much enthusiasm,
occupations.
so the matter was left over for a few days.
During those few days several questions
3. Dramatizations of working situations,
arose which gave occasion to refer to the
such as, an interview with an employer.
subject of stars, and what might be learned
from the study of them. When the time
4. Letters of application.
came to select the unit to be studied, the
5. Parallel reading having vocational conmajority voted for stars.
tent, especially biography.
A good introduction into the study in6. Placing less emphasis on literary style creased the interest of the class j this interand more on the lives of the characters est continued throughout the entire unit.
for the purpose of determining the rea- Some of the children were so keenly intersons for success or the lack of it.
ested as to hunt out other constellations
The traditional high school and college than those studied in class. One child copied
instructors have been accused of being too and enlarged a chart of the skies showing
blindly devoted to their subjects to be able the various constellations and their locations for that time of year. A number of
to see pupil needs.
clippings and pictures were brought in for
Where this is true, can we blame the
the bulletin board. The children's minds
children for refusing to worship our gods
were active with questions which they wishwhen they fail them so miserably?
ed to have answered. The result was the
The Y. M. C. A. boys' clubs, scouts, and evolution of this unit on astronomy, called
other like organizations have the advantage "A Study of the Stars."
I. Experiences
of the public schools in that they are younger and less bound by tradition and it is A. General;
1. Facts which were already known
rather significant that more interest is shown
were suggested by the children.
in the activities that they sponsor.
2. Facts which they would like to know
The success of any attempt to establish
were suggested by the children.
a plan for guidance is conditioned by the
3. Facts were organized under topics
extent to which the curriculum is vocationalfor study.
ized. If it is not possible at the start to
Note: We have adjusted our discussion to an
affect a complete reorganization of the curoutline, because of the length required for a
riculum, we can compromise by shifting diary form. Consequently the work appears as
the spot light so that it will illuminate those formal when written down, but it was worked
with the children in an integrated program of
features of our work which point the way work. Most of the problems, questions, and leads
were direct suggestions by the children.
to successful and happy living.
Three student teachers assisted in the preparation of this unit: Misses Louise Cave, Ruth Holt,
Bessie L. Corkey.
and Mary Wine.
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4. Facts were summarized following the
High," and the Greek myth
study of each generalization.
about
Phaeton.
5. A number of demonstrations were
2. Read in Gehr's Nature Study
given:
to find out what the solar sysa. with cotton held over lighted
tem consists of.
candle to show that heated air
3. Listed all the things they
rises.
wished to know about the sun
b. with three children, one repreand found answers to these
senting the sun, one the earth,
questions.
and one the moon, to show revo4. Organized the questions listed
lution and rotation of the latter
into an outline of study betwo.
fore they began to look up
c. with flashlight and globe to show
data.
the seasons and day and night.
5. Learned the names of the
d. with orange (one-half peeled) to
planets.
show the phases of the moon.
6. Examined a chart showing
6. A number of diagrams were given as
comparative sizes of the
shown under "Concrete Data" in outplanets
and the sun.
line.
7. Read to find what satellites
7. Notebooks were kept by the children
are.
of their summaries, diagrams, stories,
8. Examined a chart showing the
and other material which they coldistances of planets from the
lected.
sun.
8. Children's questions were listed and
9. Examined charts showing the
marked off as answers were found.
positions of them and the sun.
A few samples follow ;
10. Retold myths about the
a. How do we know the sun is as
planets.
large as it is?
b. Generalization 2 — (See outb. Why doesn't the sun fall if it is in
comes)
space ?
1. Listed all the things they wishc. Do the planets go around the sun
ed to know about the earth.
in a straight line?
2. Read to find out about the
d. Why is the sunset red and difthings listed.
ferent colors?
3. Read to find out "What keeps
e. Why doesn't the sun burn up?
us on the earth."
f. If it were possible to get out in
4. Examined chart comparing
space and drop a ball, which
size of the earth, moon, and
planet would it go to ?
sun.
9. Children met at night to study the
5. Examined chart showing the
stars and to find the various constelorbit of the earth and the
lations they had studied about.
moon.
B. Specific:
6. Read to find out what moons
1. Science:
are.
a. Generalization 1 — (See out7. Made a report on the comcomes)
position of the moon.
1. Listened to the poem, "The
8. Read to find out about the
Spacious Firmament on
eclipse of the sun.
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c. Generalization 3 — (See outcomes)
1. Read to find out what stars
are.
2. Read to find out what constellations are.
3. Listened to reports on:
a. Twinkling stars
b. Shooting stars and fireballs
4. Read to get information on
the Milky Way.
5. Reported on the North Star
and the Dippers.
6. Reported on the appearance
and location of other constellations.
7. Tried to locate these constellations in the sky.
2. Arithmetic:
a. Found the rate at which the earth
rotates.
b. Found the rate at which other
planets and the moon rotate and
revolve.
c. Located places by means of
longitude and latitude, giving
distance and direction from a
given place.
3. Reading:
a. Refer to reading experiences under science.
4. Literature:

1.
2.
CO
3.
4.
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a. Listened to stories read and told
to the class.
b. Retold stories to the class.
5. Spelling;
a. Learned to spell some of the
necessary terms.
b. Made sentences with the terms
spelled so as to understand their
meanings.
c. Learned to spell and pronounce
the names of the planets.
6. Writing:
a. Wrote summaries neatly.
7. Language:
a. Made summary sentences of each
topic studied.
b. Wrote stories about the myths of
the planets and constellations after hearing them in class.
8. Music;
a. Learned the following songs:
1. Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
2. Stars of the Summer Night
8. Fine Arts
a. Made a diagram showing the mythological relationship of the
planets.
b. Made a chart placing planets in
the solar system showing relative
sizes.
c. Drew diagrams of the various
constellations.
d. Made a chart showing the zones
on the earth.

II. OUTCOMES
Abilities
Generalizations
astronomical
To
use
The sun is the center of the solar
terms understandsystem, which is composed of eight
ingly.
planets and their satellites.
To understand of
The earth, the planet on which
what the solar system
we live, is third in distance from
is composed.
the sun and revolves around the
To understand the
sun, at the same time rotating on
earth's relation to the
its axis.
sun and other bodies
Stars are not a part of the solar
of the universe.
system, but are collected in groups
To discuss and arrive
called constellations,
at conclusions about
There are many old myths and
questions which they
legends connected with the solar
wish to know.
system and the constellations.

ii
ill

i

V

■
1

Attitudes
1. Appreciation of the
vastness of the universe.
2. Appreciation of the
nature of the skies.
3. Desire to know more
about the solar system
and the stars.
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Generalizations

(U
.£B
"C
<

1. A knowledge of the fundamentals
in arithmetic is necessary.

A bilities
1. To work with numbers.
2. To apply processes as
needed.

to
c
•3rt
o

1. Reading is one way of getting subject matter.

1. To get information
from the printed page.

1. A study of mythology will contrast
the old with the present ideas of
the solar system.

1. To read myths understandingly.
2. To separate truth
from mythology.

1. The spelling and pronunciation of
the terms used is necessary to understand the study of the stars.

1. To spell the terms
used in the star unit.
2. To know the pronunciation of terms used.
3. To interpret the meaning of the terms.

Cbfl
C/3o,

bo
c

1. A legible handwriting is necessary
to make ourselves understood on
paper.

[Vol. 12, No. 5
Attitudes
1. That arithmetic enables people to understand many facts
about stars and the
universe.
1. A desire to read to
find information.
1. Appreciation of the
difference in the beliefs of the ancient
and present-day people on the subject of
the solar system.
2. Appreciation of the
relation of the planets'
names to mythology.
1. A desire to spell and
pronounce correctly
the names of all the
planets.
2. An appreciation of the
correct spelling of
words.
3. A desire to understand the meaning of
new terms.

1. To write a legible
hand.

1. A desire to have a
neat, well-written paper and notebook.

rt
Dbo

1. Expression of thought orally and
in writing is an aid in understanding subject matter.

1. To punctuate correctiy2. To write paragraphs
correctly,
3. To re-write myths and
stories with correct
details.

1. Appreciation of wellwritten stories.
2. Desire for clear expression of thought.

p
^

1. Singing of songs is one way of
understanding subject matter.

1. To sing in the right
time and with a good
tone.
1. To make charts showing the relation of
parts of the solar system.
2. To make drawings of
various star groups.

1. An enjoyment of singing.

1. Drawing impresses certain facts
on the mind.

1. Desire to express
things concretely and
neatly in drawing.

III. MATERIALS
SCIENCE:
References and Concrete Data
1. Solar System
a. Harper's Fourth Reader, 110-113
b. Earth and Its People, 27, 28
c. Good Reading, Fifth Reader, 268-272
d. World Book, Vol. 11. 6921-6924 ; 6679
e. Book of the Stars, 369, 370
f. Key to the Almanac, 204-213
g. The Sky Family, 1; 8-12; 25; 36
h. Field Book of the Stars, 115-121

Outlines and Significant Facts
1. The solar system is composed of the sun, eight
planets and their satellites.
2. Facts about the sun:
a. size—the diameter is 109 times as great as
the earth's.
b. distance—93,000,000 miles from the earth.
c. position—center of the solar system.
d. composition—same as the earth but materials are in gaseous and liquid forms.
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Outlines and Significant Pacts
References and Concrete Data
e. properties—holds planets in place; gives
i. Geography, Book One, 2; 45
heat and light.
j. Lessons in Astronomy, 146
f.
effects
on man—provides heat, light, health
k. Nature Study, Book Two, 189-192
(vitamins), and energy.
1. Young Folks' Book of the Heavens, 56;
3. Planets in order of size are: Mercury, Mars,
86-93; 114-115; 139-140
Venus, Earth, Uranus, Neptune, Saturn,
m. Stories of the Stars, 3-7
Jupiter.
4. Planets in order of nearness to the sun are:
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
2. Planets
Uranus, Neptune.
a. Young Folks' Book of the Heavens, 70-75;
5. The planets are different from stars because
86-93; 114-115; 139-140
they;
b. Sky Family, 11; 27; 30; 32; 90
a. appear brighter to us
c. Book of Stars for Young People, 372-374;
b. have a steady light
380
c. revolve around the sun
d. World Book, Vol. 10, 6398
d. reflect sun's light, having none of their
own.
e. Field Book of Stars, 119
f. Key to Almanac, 208
6. Satellites are the moons of a planet, and revolve around the planet.
g- Descriptive Astronomy, 56
7. Significant facts;
a. An astronomer is one who makes a study
Charts
of the heavens.
a. New Physical Geography, 10
b. Gravity is magnetism.
b. Sky Family, 2
c. Orbit is the path which the planets make
c. Nature Study, Book Two, 191
around the sun.
d. Young Folks' Book of the Heavens, 56.
SCIENCE: GENERALIZATION 2
1. Earth is one of the 8 planets
Readings
a. dimensions and shape
a. Geography, Book One, 2; 45; 67; 73
diameter—7,918 miles
b. Nature Study, Book Two, 193
circumference—25,000 miles
shape—spherical
c. Book of Stars for Young People, 369, 370
b. movements
d. Good Reading, Fifth Reader, 268-271
revolves in orbit in one year's time,
e. Young Folks' Book of Heavens, 17, 18
rotates on axis every 24 hours, causing day
f. Sky Family, 21
and night.
World
Book,
4640
inclination of the earth on its axis as it regvolves around the sun causes seasons.
h. New Physical Geography, 8; 341
c. division lines
Our Surroundings, 17; 18
longitude and latitude—to determine locaCharts
tion on the earth's surface,
equator, tropics, circles—to mark off zones.
a Young Folks' Book of Heavens, 4; 13; 22;
d. force—has a force called gravity, which
24-25.
draws and holds objects to it.
b. New Physical Geography, 10
2. The moon is a satellite of the earth.
c. Geography, Book One
a. dimensions and location
Other Concrete Material: globe, flashlight,
diameter—2,160 miles,
candle, cotton, orange.
volume 1-49 that of earth,
distance from earth—240,000 miles.
b. movements
moves around the earth in 29 days and 13
hours.
turns on axis in 29 days and 13 hours,
requires same time to turn on axis as to
revolve around earth.
c. light—not illuminating, reflects sun's light;
sun is 465,000 times brighter.
d. surface—irregular
Man in Moon caused by shadows of mountains.
e. phases—caused by the angle at which we
see the sun's light reflected on the moon.
f. effect on tides—pull of sun and moon together causes a rise and fall of water on
the earth's surface.
g. eclipse—an eclipse of the sun occurs when
the moon gets between the earth and the
sun.
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References and Concrete Data
Outlines and Significant Facts
science : GENERALIZATION 3
. Readings
1. Stars
a. definition-name applied to all heavenly
Nature Study, Book Two, 194-196
bodies visible as a small spot of light
heading,
Fourth
Reader,
142-146
c. uood Reading, Fifth Reader, 273-281
b. number—hundreds of millions; two or three
d. Guide to the Constellations, 97
thousand visible to the naked eye.
to
Je Almanac, 218-219, 144-146
composition—masses of intensely hot vapors
i. Nature Study Magazine, Apr., 1929, p. 158
compressed together by the gravitation of
their parts.
S
' ^lUn237
' B00k 0f Heavens' 193 i 230,
d.
b ight star 1155 a
r,
diameter of 1,160,000 miles.
h. Field Book of Stars,. 30; 124
description—each star is a fiery globe. They
i. Star People, 1-11
iook like points of light. They are very
j. Stories of the Stars, 7-32
vivid in color.
k. The Looking Glass, 81-98
f.
movement—variation in position is caused
I. Book of the Stars, 15; 343
by the rotation of the earth on its axis
2, Charts
g- distance from the earth—25,000,000 000
See references as above.
miles.
2. Constellations are groups of stars.
a. Big Dipper
b. Little Dipper
c. Milky Way
d. Orion
e. Pleiades
f. Andromeda
g. Cephus
h. Cassiopeia
LITERATURE
1. Myths of constellations
a. See references under Science Generaliza- 1. Myths of the sun, moon, planets, and constellations.
tion Three.
b. Good Reading—Books Three, Four, Five 2. Poems
and Six.
a. Hiawatha—Lonfellow
ew Sl: ries an
b. The Moon—Bliss Carman
?2. ™
^
°
d
Old—a
Third
Reader.
r
Myths of planets, sun, moon
S"
Xhe
Waning Moon—Celia Thaxter
a. World Book
t 0, ?Moon—Lord
Evening Star—William
b. Hiawatha, Longfellow
e. Lady
Houghton Blake
c
0
an(
Da
' X ""? Folks' Book of Heaven, Chapters 1,
^ y-—L.
Stevenson
g. The Moon—R.
L. Stevenson
' o.
3. Poems
h. Stars—Sara Teasdale
i. Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star—Jane Taylor
u'
OneFive,
Famous
b. One
Good Hundred
Reading, and
Book
282 Poems, 26
See narratives at close for other material.
c. Stories of the Stars, 2
d. Child's Own Book of Verse
e. Poems for Children.
*See narratives at close of paper.
SPELLING
Mercury
Neptune
Venus
satellite
Mars
illuminate
Earth
eclipse
Jupiter
total
Saturn
orbit
Uranus
group
planets
visible
universe
constellation
summary
solar system
Smith—McMurry, Language Series Booh One
Any material needed by class.

GUA E

? „
.. ,
' Literature"

stones, see Outline under

2. For skills developed, complete sentences and
any punctuation which they need as thev write
ARITHMETIC
* WI1LC'
1. Dividing the circumference of a body into the
circumference of its orbit gives the rate at
which the body revolves.
2. Latitude is measured north and south from the
equator.
3. Longitude is measured east and west from the
prime meridian.
4. There are 360 degrees in a circle.
5. There are 30 days in a month.

I"
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Barton—A Guide to the Constellations. McGrawHill Book Company, Inc.
, ^
Cook, R. J.—One Hundred and One Famous
Poems. The Cable Co.
[)avis—Elementary Physical Geography. Ginn
Elementary Meteorology. Ginn and Co.
Deihl—The Looking Glass. Albert Whitman and
Denton—The Sky Family. F. A. Owen PublishFrye-Atwood—Geography, Books One and Two.
Ginn and Co.
. m
„ ■
Gthr—Nature Study, Book Two. American Book
Harper—Fourth Reader. American Book Co.
Heatwole—Key to the Almanac and the Sidereal
Heavens. Mennonite Publishing House.
Howe—Descriptive Astronomy.
Jackson—Astronomical Geography, u. b. neatn.
Johnson—Star People. Macmillan.
Manly, Rickert, Leubne—Good Reading, Books
3 4. S, 6. Scribner's
, r. j
Martin-WVcw Stories and Old, a Third Reader.
McFee—AfonVj of the Stars. F, A. Owen PubOlcott—A^Field Book of the Stars. G. P. PutOlcoU—TAeBoofe of the Stars for Young People.
G. P. Putnam's Sons.
Proctor—Young Folk's Book of the Heavens
Little, Brown and Co.
Skinner, Wicker—Child's Own Book of Verse.
Macmillan.
„ , ^
Smith-McMurry—Language, Book One. JohnTarr^and^on'Engeln-—New Physical Geography.
Thnxter—Poems for Children. Houghton Mifflin.
Winslow—The Earth and Its People. U. U
World Book—Encyclopedia. M. F. Quarrie and
Co.
Young—Lessons m Astronomy.
♦NARRATIVES
Science
1 To impress distance of sun from earth.
If a child had an arm long enough to reach
the sun and burn its fingers, the sensation
would not reach its brain for 150 years.
Literature
1. Uranus was god of heaven, husband of Gaea
(earth) who was goddess of earth. They had
one child, Saturn.
, t .■
2 Saturn—a name derived from the Latin word
' sero meaning I sow. He presided over agriculture. He overthrew his father and became
god of the universe. He lived happily until
the birth of his first child, then he remembered
that an oracle had told him that his child
should dethrone him. To prevent this disaster
he swallowed his first child. Four others he
also swallowed. When his sixth child was
born, his wife hid the baby and, wrapping some
clothes about a stone, gave him the stone to
swallow in its place. He swallowed A without
noticing the substitute. When the child grew
• up, he dethroned his father and caused him to

be banished to Italy. There he set up the
most powerful kingdom, teaching people agriculture and useful arts. Every December a
feast or Saturnalia is held in his honor by the
Romans. Saturday is named for him.
3. Jupiter was the son of Saturn. When he overthrew his father, he took first choice of the
kingdom, leaving his brothers the rest. Pluto
was given the underworld and Neptune the
sea. Jupiter chose the sky so he could also
preside over men. He was therefore god ot
the sky. Jupiter married for his first wife, the
first goddess of wisdom, Metis. Becoming
alarmed that his first child would be wiser
than he, he swallowed his wife. From his
head sprang up the goddess Minerva who
proved to be just and wise. To Jupiter were
born many children, four of whom were Mars,
Mercury, Venus, and Apollo.
4. Neptune was god of the sea; he also created
the horse. He was worshiped by sailors and
those who had to do with horses. Neptune
in his anger tried to overthrow his brother
Tupiter. For punishment Jupiter made him
build a wall around Troy. Apollo played on
his lyre which caused stones to fly into place;
thus Neptune soon had his wall completed.
5. Eclipse of the moon
Ancient people in China believed the eclipse
to be a mighty dragon which was coming to
swallow the sun. If he succeeded, the world
would come to an end._ The people, at first
signs of an eclipse, ran into the street and began to make a terrific noise with drums,
whistles, trumpets, and sticks to scare the
monster away. Hi and Ho lived in 2000 B. G.
They were astronomers and it was their duty
to inform people when an eclipse was going
to appear. This business was carried on in
courts. Hi and Ho lived merrily and well at
■ court and forgot their duty. All at once the
sun disappeared, no one had been warned and
there was great excitement throughout China.
This caused Hi and Ho to lose their heads.
6 Sun and Moon were brother and sister. One
night, while playing a game in the dark with
some other children, Malina the girl, was much
annoyed by one boy teasing her. Smearing
her hands with soot, she rubbed them over his
face so she would know him by daylight and
her brother could punish him. \\ hen daylight
came, she saw that it was her brother s facc
which she had blackened. This frightened her
so, that she ran away. Her brother ran after
her until they came to the place where the
earth and sky meet. They both flew upward
into the sky. Malina became the sun, and her
brother became the moon.
7. A Poem. By Ann Fenway
I WONDER
Nobody knows,
But don't you suppose
The wise old man in the moon
Uses the dipper, big and bright,
To drink from the Milky Way each night,
Since the dish ran off with the spoon?
Alice Fowler
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course offerings for undergraduate and
graduate students will be provided through
an appropriation of the General Education
FROM the Annual Report of the GenBoard providing a total sum of $120,000
eral Education Board, 1929-1930,
within a five-year period, and the Univerrecently published, certain parasity has expressed its intention to increase
graphs have been culled to show how genannually its aid to the departments in queserously Virginia has shared in its benetion up to complete support at the end of
factions.
that time. The first steps taken will be to
The Report also includes published minpurchase
necessary books for research purutes of the Board concerning members
poses and to offer new courses in modem
whose retirement follows their attaining the
age limit. One such member is Dr. James languages, archaeology, comparative philolH. Dillard, of Charlottesville, who had been ogy, and mediaeval history.
B. SCIENCES
elected a member of the General Education
Randolph-Macon Woman's College. The
Board in 1918.
part of Randolph-Macon Woman's College
Doctor Dillard, according to an excerpt
in improving the quality of American edufrom the minutes, "has endeared himself
to the members of the Board by his rare cation is shown by the record of her alumnae, three-fourths of whom have done acconsecration, his unusual charm, his deep
tive service as teachers. Improved buildinterest in giving an educational opportunings and greater endowment have come to
ity to all people, no matter how humble, and
the college in recent years, but the accomhis broad cultural interests— based on a
modations for science subjects have been
sound classical education, a good knowledge
quite inadequate. The Board's appropriaof modern languages and wide reading.
tion of $50,000 toward the cost of providHe will be greatly missed in our councils."
ing a suitable science building was made on
Paragraphs relating to grants made to
the understanding that the college will proVirginia institutions are reprinted from the
vide the supplemental sum to make a total
Report as follows:
of not less than $200,000 for its construcI. Colleges and Universities
tion and equipment.
A. HUMANITIES
IT Public Education ; Training
^ The University of Virginia. The Univerof Teachers
sity of Virginia has long held an important
University of Virginia. In 1928 the Uniplace in the cultural life of the South. Its
versity of Virginia undertook to enlarge its
liberal arts college in particular has been a
teacher-training program in cooperation
constant influence in the social and intelwith the school systems of Charlottesville
lectual development of a large section of the
and the surrounding country; to aid this
country. Recently the University has had
plan the Board contributed $20,000 for each
support from special gifts that enable its of two years. The results have been satisofficers to reorganize the work in the physfactory, and the University desires to conical sciences and to add somewhat to the
tinue this cooperative work, but thus far
teaching staff. In their judgment the defunds have not been provided through the
nartments within the humanistic field were usual channels. A further grant of $25,000
left without proper assistance to carry the
was made by the Board to meet the imincreasing numbers of undergraduate and
mediate need.
graduate students and to maintain their past
III. Negro Education
distinction for scholarly production by facA. COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
ulty members. Immediate increases in
Hampton Normal and Industrial Insti-
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authorized alternative grants of $71,093
tute. New buildings and equipment are
needed at Hampton Institute in order to toward $141,457, or $80,000 toward $158,keep pace with advance in other directions. 457, depending upon the size of building
During the past year the Institute has erect- constructed.
C. JUNIOR COLLEGES, NORMAL AND
ed an extensive addition to the library, and
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS
a science building is near completion. Other
St. Paul Normal and Industrial School.
buildings are needed, among them being one
St.
Paul Normal and Industrial School,
to house a practice school for prospective
located
at Lawrenceville, in the southern
teachers. The training of high school teachpart
of
Virginia,
serves a large Negro popuers has been recently undertaken, the Instilation,
especially
through the training of
tute using its own academy as a practice
teachers.
Recently
the school raised $185,school. With the expansion of the college
000
for
improvements
to its plant. To comdepartments, however, the enrolment in the
plete
the
program
an
additional
sum of apacademy has diminished, and it is possible
proximately
$50,000
is
required,
and
toward
that it will be discontinued within a few
this
the
General
Education
Board
voted
years. To provide suitable practice-teach$25,000.
ing facilities, the school board of the
county has consented to transfer to HampTHE INTELLIGENCE TEST
ton Institute the county colored high school,
provided a suitable building is erected. To- (With Acknowledgment to Thomas Hood)
ward the sum of $300,000 required for the
construction and equipment of the proposed I remembered, I remembered
Old Polonius' advice,
new high school, the General Education
The
freezing point of water, and
Board pledged $150,000.
The
melting point of ice;
B. MEDICAL EDUCATION AND NURSING
But
when
they came with printed sheet
Medical College of Virginia—St. Philip
And
sought
my mental age,
Hospital. The training of nurses is included
'Twas
all
the
things
that I'd forgot
in the Board's program of aid to medical
They
wanted
on
that
page.
education for Negroes. Under present conditions, the field is a limited one, and the
Board will probably confine its aid to three I remembered Marco Polo,
Whose exploring won him fame.
or four institutions with university relationBut
they asked me if plain polo
ships. The Medical College of Virginia, in
Was
a sickness or a game.
addition to operating a hospital for white
persons, operates one for Negroes—the St. They asked if ponies were to mares
As kittens were to cats.
Philip Hospital, in Richmond. This is one
of the largest exclusively Negro hospitals And if the Panama Canal
Were used for making hats.
in the country. Maintenance funds are
provided in the Medical College budget,
toward which the state of Virginia, the city I remembered, I remembered,
Many things that I had read,
of Richmond, and local philanthropic organizations make regular annual appropri- But the answers to those questions
Were not in my poor, dumb head.
ations. A school of nursing was organized
I
used
to think that I was bright
at this hospital in 1927-28, and it has atAlas,
it is not true,
tracted far more students than can be acI
know
I'm
far from that, because
commodated in the quarters at its disposal.
I've
seen
my dumb 1. Q.
For the construction of a new building for
-—The Florida Journal.
residence and teaching purposes, the Board
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to the different school boards of the Commonwealth.
STATE BOARD OF
Reading Course Examination
EDUCATION
The Reading Course examination for the
renewal of certificates will be held in the
Naming Schools in Honoy of Viyginia
several
cities and counties of the state on
Educators
The State Board of Education, at its May 29, 1931. The examination for high
meeting held on March 26, passed the fol- school teachers will be based on Pupil Adjustment in Junior and Senior High Schools
lowing resolution:
"Whereas, in the majority of cases the and Woodrow Wilson, The Man, His
school buildings of the Commonwealth have Times, and His Task. The examination
been named after men distinguished in mili- for elementary school teachers will be based
on Children's Reading and Woodrow Wiltary or political life; and
Whereas, the opportunities of honoring son, The Man, His Times, and His Task.
Those interested in taking the examinamen thus distinguished are many and varied,
and appeal to the largest possible class; and tion should notify their division superinten"Whereas, those distinguished in the less dents one month in advance so that necesspectacular work of teaching, or who have sary preparation may be made.
interested themselves in the education of
the public as writers, philanthropists, or
TEXTBOOK ADOPTION
workers in many other ways in the spread
COMPLETED
of learning, have had but few opportunities
By C, W. Dickinson, Jr.
of public recognition; and
State Supervisor, Textbooks and School
"Whereas, a most fitting method of perLibraries
petuating their memory and emphasizing the
The January issue of the Virginia Journal
fact that to their humble efforts in training
of Education contained a list of elementary
our heroes and statesmen these often owe
and high school books which were readopttheir success, would be the naming after
ed for basal use for the five-year period
them of buildings devoted to the cause of
beginning July 1, 1931. I will give in this
education ;
article the list of new books adopted and
"Therefore, Be It Resolved, That the
changes
made in the complete basal list of
State Board of Education recommends to
twenty-five
elementary books and forty-five
the school boards throughout the Commonhigh school books.
wealth that they name any school buildings
Following is the List of Elementary Basal
hereafter erected after professors, teachers,
Textbook Changes
men of learning, men advancing the cause
Eight
new
elementary basal texts have
of learning by philanthropic or other efforts,
been adopted to replace seven unsatisfacor women eminent for work along any of
tory books. Of these eight, five will replace
the lines above named;
books in use 16 years; one will replace a
That the Board will take pleasure in furbook in use 11 years and two will replace
nishing to any school board desiring it a
books in use 6 years. The length of tenure
tentative list of names from which to make
of elementary basal books in the old list is
a selection, but with the understanding that
from six to twenty-three years. The averthis entire resolution is only by way of sugage length of use is thirteen years.
gestion and is not intended to hamper any
Arithmetic
school board in its choice of names ;
Smith, Luse and Morss, Problem and
"That a copy of this resolution be sent
Practice Arithmetic, Ginn, (3-books) will
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replace Smith, Modern Arithmetics, Ginn,
(2-books) in use 16 years. The first book
of the old series was used in grades 3 and
4 and the second book in grades 5, 6 and 7.
Book one of the new series will be used in
grades 3 and 4, book two in grades 5 and 6
and the "advanced" book in grade 7. The
"advanced" book is made especially for use
in the 7th grade of the public schools of this
state. Book three contains work for two
years and may be used in grades 7 and 8
in any school system which has eight elementary grades.
Pupils enrolled in grades 3 and 5 will be
required to buy the newly adopted arithmetic next session. Pupils in grades 4, 6 and 7
will continue to use the books which they
own until they have completed the study of
these books. Pupils promoted in 1932 to
grades 4 and 6 will study the newly adopted
arithmetics which they used the preceding
year in grades 3 and 5. Book two of the
displaced series contains work for grades
5, 6 and 7, therefore, this book will be used
in the seventh grade until 1933 when the
"advanced" book of the new series will be
required for this grade.
Schematic Arrangement Showing Gradual
Introduction
Grades Using Grades Using Smith,
Smith; Modern Luse and Morss:
Arithmetics Problem and Practice
Year
(2-books)
Arithmetics (3-books)
1931
4
6, 7
3
5
1932
7
3, 4
5, 6
1933
3, 4
5, 6
7
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1932 to grades 4 and 7 will study the newly
adopted grammars which they used the
preceding year in grades 3 and 6. Boo
one of the displaced series contains work
for grades 3, 4, and 5; therefore this book
will be used in the fifth grade until 1933
when book two of the new series will be
required for this grade.

Grammar
Rader and Deffendall, Doorway to English, Johnson, (2-books) will replace SmithMcMurry, Language Series, Johnson, (2books) in use 6 years. The first book is to
be used in grades 3 and 4 and the second
one in grades 5, 6 and 7. Pupils enrolled
in grades 3 and 6 must buy the newly
adopted grammars next session. Pupils in
grades 4, 5 and 7 will complete the study
of the Smith-McMurry grammars which
they already own. Pupils promoted in

Schematic Arrangement Showing Gradual
Introduction

Year
^
1932
1933

Grades Using Grades Using Rader
Smith-McMurry: and Deffendall.
Language Series Doorway to Lnglis
4
7
' 5
3, 4
6,7
V 44
5 6 7
3
'

Art
The Art Appreciation Textbooks, Laidlaw, Books one to seven, (a separate book
for each grade for optional basal use) will
replace the Industrial Art Textbooks, Laidlaw, in use 8 years. Each book of the old
displaced series contains work for two
grades except the one for the first grade.
Pupils enrolled in grades 1, 2, 4 and 6 will
buy the newly adopted art books next session. Pupils in grades 3, 5 and 7 will continue the study of art in the books which
they already own.
History
Wayland, A History of Virginia for Boys
and Girls, Revised, Macmillan, or WilhsSaunders, The Story of Virginia, Newson,
will replace the Wayland history which has
been used in the fifth grade for 11 years.
Each division must choose one of these histories for basal use for the five-year period.
Southworth, What the Old World Gave
the New, Iroquois, will be added to the list
for use in the fifth grade. This book will
supply the European background for the
study of the histories of Virginia and the
United States.
Riley, Chandler and Hamilton, Our Republic, Hunter, which has been used in the
6th and 7th grades 16 years will be continued one year, until June 30, 1932.
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Hygiene
tory books. Of these six, one will replace
Kitchie-Caldwell, Primer of Hygiene, and a book in use 21 years; one will replace two
Ritchie, Primer of Sanitation and Physiol- books in use 11 years and four will replace
ogy, Third Revision, World, will be subbooks in use 8 years. The length of tenure
stituted for the 1920 editions of these two of high school basal books in the old list is
books. The 1920 editions are going out of from six to twenty-six years. The average
print. Second-hand and new copies of the length of use is fourteen years.
1920 editions may be used in the same classEnglish
es with the Third Revisions, until the supply
Lewis and Hosic, Practical English,
of the 1920 editions is exhausted. No stuAmerican, which has been used in the first
dent will be forced to buy a new copy of and second year classes 8 years will be
either of these books if a second-hand copy
continued one year, until June 30, 1932.
of the old is obtainable. Teachers will be
Guidance
supplied with bulletins showing how the
Holbrook and McGregor, Our World of
new books may be used with the old books Work, Allyn, has been adopted for use in
in the same classes.
the first year.
Readers
History and Civics
Lewis and Rowland, The New Silent
Latane, History of the United States,
Sixth and Seventh Readers, Winston, will Allyn, which has been used 8 years will be
replace the New Elson Readers, Scott, in replaced by Muzzey, History of the Ameriuse 16 years.
can People, Ginn.
The Story and Study Readers, Johnson,
Webster, History of Mankind, Heath,
may be substituted for the Child's World will replace Robinson, Breasted, Smith,
Readers, Johnson, primer through the fifth General History of Europe, Ginn, for opreader, for basal use, in any city or county tional basal use. This general history will
which prefers this new series of readers be used in the rural high schools the last
next session. The Child's World Readers half of the first year and all of the second
will be dropped from the list June 30, 1932. year. Schools which prefer a single book
The Story and Study Readers, primer for General history may use this book inthrough the fifth reader, will be listed for stead of using the two-book course.
basal use in all schools for the last four
Smith, Davis and McClure, Government
years of the contract beginning Julv 1
in the United States, Laidlaw, will replace
1932.
^ ' Long, Government and the People, ScribThe Gates-Huber, Primer and First ner's, which has been used 8 years in the
Reader, Macmillan, will replace the Every- fourth year of the high school.
day Classics, Primer and First Reader,
Burch and Patterson, Problems in AmeriMacmillan, for optional basal use.
can Democracy, Macmillan, has been dropBoohs Dropped From The Elementary List ped from the list.
Duggar, Agriculture for
Southern
Latin
Schools, Macmillan, in use 23 years;
Foster and Arms, First Year Latin,
Mathews, Elementary Home Economics'
Johnson, has been chosen to replace Place,
Little, in use 8 years and Aldine Primer
Beginning Latin, American, in use 8 years.
and First Reader, Newson, in use 16 years,
Berry and Lee, Second Year Latin, Silver
will be dropped from the list June 30, 1931.
will replace Walker, Csesar's Gallic War,'
Following is the High School List of Basal
Scott, m use 21 years. Bennett, A Latin
Textbook Changes
Grammar and Bennett, A New Latin ComSix new high school basal texts have
position, Allyn, in use 26 years, may not Be
been adopted to replace seven unsatisfacrequired for use in the second year because
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renewal of certificates will be offered m the
the newly adopted Second Year Latin con- various divisions of the state on May 29
tains enough grammar and composition for
1931. The examination is usually conducted
the year's work.
in the superintendent's office. It may, how
Mathematics
ever, be given at any point designated by
Strayer - Upton, Junior Mathematics,
you,'provided it is under your general supAmerican, has been adopted for use in the
ervision.
first half of the first year.
It is suggested that you appoint 10:00 a.
Moore and Miner, Practical Business
ra.
as the time set for the examination, and
Arithmetic, Ginn, in use 16 years, has been
that
you notify teachers through your local
dropped from the list. A new business
papers
of the time and place.
arithmetic will be selected.
Holders
of the Elementary certificate isScience
sued
for
the
full period of six years, or of
Clement, Collister and Thurston, Our
certificates
of
higher rank, may meet reSurroundings, An Elementary General
newal
requirements
by reading five books
Science, Iroquois, will replace Clark, Inon
the
Teachers'
Reading
Course and by
troduction to Science and the Laboratory
taking
the
examination
on
the
appropriate
Manual, American, in use 11 years, or Hesbooks.
Since
First
Grade
and
Provisional
sler, Junior Science and Laboratory Manual,
Elementary
certificates
are
not
subject to
Sanborn, in use 8 years.
renewal
beyond
July
1,
1931,
the
holders
Black and Conant, Practical Chemistry,
Revised, and Manual, Macmillan, will be of such licenses are not eligible for the
substituted for the old edition of this chem- Reading Course examination.
The examination for high school teachistry which is out of print. Second-hand
ers
will be based on Pupil Adjustment in
copies of the old book may be used in the
Junior
and Senior High Schools, by W. C.
same classes with the revised book, which
Reavis
(D*. C. Heath & Co., New York) and
contains about fifty pages of new material.
Woodrow
Wilson, The Man, His Times,
Peabody and Hunt, Biology and Human
and
His
Task,
by W. A. White (HoughWelfare, Macmillan, which has been on the
ton
Mifflin
and
Company, (Boston, Massaadopted list for several years will be used
chusetts).
instead of three texts; namely, RitchieThe examination for elementary school
Hartman, Human Physiology and Manual,
World, in use 23 years, and Peabody and teachers will be based on Children s ReadHunt, Elementary Biology, Macmillan, in ing, by L. W. Terman and Margaret Lima
use 16 years. These three books will be (D. Appleton and Company, New York
dropped.
City) and Woodrow Wilson, The Man, His
Supplementary Material
Times, and His Task, by W. A. White
All contracts for supplementary books (Houghton Mifflin and Company, Boston,
will be extended to June 30, 1932. Any Massachusetts).
changes in this material will be based on
Upon receipt of this notice, please advise
the revised courses of study which will be the State Department of Education concompleted next session.
cerning the teachers who will take the examination in order that the proper number
READING COURSE EXAMINATION
of questions may be sent you. After the
Under date of April 27, 1931 in a letter examination is given, the papers should be
addressed to Division Superintendents, Sec- sent to this office, with certificates attached
retary Eason, who is also supervisor of and poll tax statements, properly executed.
teacher training, announced plans concerning the Reading Course examinations. The
"Nothing is so difficult as tolerance."
letter follows;
—Nicholas Murray Butler.
The Reading Course examination for the
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We have invented and manufactured
labor-saving machines to make other mah„ Fthet,U.blState
s^d Teachers
n?10nihly' College at Harrisonburg,
July, andVirginia.
August, chines and the necessaries and luxuries of
by
lass matter March
„no^ffltCred.aSiTSec0-nd"<lJUrg
13, 1920, at the life until we have thrown so many men out
Slarclf oi 1879
' Vlrgm'ai under the act of
of work that now great multitudes of men
have no wages to buy what the machines
EDUCATIO
make.
Therefore, both machines and men
Nation
are
idle,
and the men and their families are
OF AMERICA
ragged
and
hungry. In other words, so
Conrad T. Logan, Editor
Heney A. Conveese, Bustnesj Manager
many desirable things can now be made so
Clyde P. Shoets. Circulation Manager
easily and rapidly in great quantities that
ADVISORY BOARD
Katheeine M. Anthony
Bessie J. Laniee millions of people must do without them.
C. E. Normand
Manuscripts offered for publication from those intercstThe Secretary of Agriculture a few
ed in our state educational problems should be addressed
T
T
'"""'1- months ago, after carefully studying the
situation, told the American farmers that
they had produced too much for their own
EDUCATIONAL COMMENT
good, and that, if they want to improve their
PUZZLING PARADOXES
financial
condition, they must raise less corn,
Heigh ho! This is a topsy-turvy world!
wheat,
and
the like, and thus reduce the
The schools are told that they must teach
surplus.
This
was followed almost immegood citizenship; and their teaching or lack
diately
by
the
most
tremendous efforts of
of teaching in the past is blamed by some
Congress
and
the
Red
Cross to keep hunfor the present ills of society. But, if we
dreds
of
thousands
of
farmers and their
attempt to teach principles of citizenship
families
from
starving.
So logic drives us
not strictly in accord with the interests of
to the conclusion that the farmers have propowerful and possibly socially dangerous
duced so much food that they are starvinggroups, we lose our jobs.
to death.
Some of our citizens declare that teachers
ought not be paid pensions because they are
Why mention these paradoxes in a teachwilling to teach for what they are paid while
ers magazine ? Because the anomalous ecoteaching, and paying them pensions after
they retire may pay them more than they nomic conditions are beginning seriously to
affect the schools and teachers' salaries, penhave earned. But some of these same citisions, etc. Also because in our travels we
zens complain bitterly against paying taxes
often
hear that such crazy and dangerous
upon their own great wealth much of which
situations
ought to be prevented or cured by
they obtained without really earning it.
the proper kind of education, which means
Less than two years ago the newspapers
by the teachers. So it is time for teachers
were full of comment concerning the most
to think on these problems. Of course
wonderful period of prosperity ever experthinking is hard work, particularly after a
ienced by any nation. Since then they have
soft period of prosperity, pleasure, propabeen full of stories of business depression,
ganda, joy-riding, True Confession, Clara
unemployment, bank failures with loss to Bow, and Amos and Andy. But, if we still
school funds and teachers savings, teachers
have the power, it is time to do some sergoing without salaries, the sufferings of povious and unprejudiced thinking about how
erty, and similar accompaniments of hard
to get out of this jungle. What do you
times.
think?—The Illinois Teacher.
The Virginia Teacher
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schools, and a suggestion by Mrs. S. M. N.
Marrs in 1928, then President of the National Congress of Parents and Teachers
Advancement of rural school education that the Office of Education prepare a bulstandards by professional supervision, so letin especially adapted to further the camthat the boy or girl in the open country paign for extension of rural school supermay enjoy better facilities for learning, is vision, prompted the publication of the bulindicated in a new U. S. Office of Educa- letin dealing with this subject. It is extion bulletin on Supervision and Rural pected to be helpful to study clubs formed
School Improvement by Annie Reynolds, in connection with parent-teacher associations and similar organizations, as well as
associate specialist in school supervision.
State-wide rural school supervision, or to superintendents and teachers interested in
supervision practically state-wide, is found rural school supervision extension.
at the present time in six states: WisconHOME ECONOMICS SCHOOLS
sin, Delaware, Maryland, California, New
TEACH FALLACY OF HIT-ORJersey, and Connecticut, although the bul
MISS HOME-MANAGEMENT
letin shows that some provision for local
METHODS
supervision of rural schools has been made
The difference between trusting to luck
in thirty states. Only 516 counties, however, out of 2,122 have established super- and planning ahead in spending the famvision. It is pointed out that no local coun- ily income, what to consider in planning
ty supervisors are employed in twelve and buying house furnishings, the relation
states: Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Iowa, of science to home management and child
Kansas, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, care and training, and how to buy the family
Nevada, New Mexico, Washington, or food and clothing, are among the subjects
Wyoming.
which girls and women—174,500 of them,
Certain services of rural school super- to be exact— were studying in vocational
visors are enumerated in the Office of Edu- home economics schols throughout the
cation study. Supervisors show better country in 1930.
methods of instruction by demonstration
"While we are interested in the numerical
lessons; they stimulate superior teachers to growth of vocational home economics
increased efficiency, and the discouraged to classes in this country," says Adelaide S.
renewed effort; they increase the percentage Baylor, chief of the home economics eduof promotions in the primary grades, and cation service, Federal Board for Vocathus eliminate much of the lamentable re- tional Education, "our principal satisfaction
tardation in these grades; and they insure a arises from the fact that this increase shows
satisfactory completion of the elementary that mothers are awaking to the need for
curriculum by older pupils.
the training of their daughters in homeExperiments made in limited areas in making pursuits covered in the vocational
four states—South Dakota, Indiana, Michi- home economics courses, and that in addigan, and North Carolina—with the definite tion women already managing homes of
purpose of measuring results of supervision their own are anxious to take training which
objectively are described in the Office of will make them better managers."
The enrolment in home economics schools
Education bulletin. Eminently satisfactory
in
1930 increased thirteen per cent, over
results are reported.
the
enrolment in 1929. The 2,769 centers
Increased interest by city as well as
in
which
home economics was being taught
country residents in the betterment of rural
SUPERVISORS RAISE RURAL
SCHOOL STANDARDS
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in 1930 required the services of 4,960
teachers.
The practicality of our home economics
courses, said Miss Baylor, "will be more
leadily understood when it is realized that
our students carry out in their homes, projects in which they receive correlated instruction in the classroom. Their homes
are their laboratories, in other words. The
project and instruction work is carried on
in such a way as to make the course a delight instead of a burden to the student.
Examples of remarkable improvements in
the furnishings, business management, and
food habits of homes, as a result of training
received by the mothers or daughters, are
on record in the files of home economics
vocational schools in every section of the
country.
"In one State alone—Texas—over 8,500
home projects all representing activities
related directly to the home and family life,
were conducted in 1930."
ODDS IN FAVOR OF HAPPY
MARRIAGES
That the child's success in future marliage and parenthood depends primarily on
his own parents is the claim of Dr. Paul
Popenoe, Director of the Institute of Family
Relations of Los Angeles, in the current
issue of The Parents' Magazine.
After several surveys on the subject he
sets the proportion of happy marriage at
seventy-five per cent. "If it be objected,"
he continues, "that a marriage may really
be unhappy when it appears to be happy, the
reply is to find out what the married people
themselves say. Katherine Bement Davis
inquired of 1,000 married, educated women,
who answered under conditions of secrecy
which enabled them to speak their inmost
thoughts with perfect freedom; 87 per cent,
declared unhesitatingly that they were
happy. It is worth while to bring these
facts before young people, lest they adopt
the idea circulated by cynics that no
marriage is really happy, and that it is
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foolish to gamble against such odds."
The conduct of modern youth," concludes Dr. Popenoe, "is already considerably better than that of their parents and
grandparents, if various lines of statistical
evidence that are available are to be trusted.
It is of course extremely difficult to get anything that can really be called proof as to
whether, for instance, there is more sexual
promiscuity than there was a generation
ago. The indications, separately, can all be
explained separately; but taken together, it
seems to be no co-incidence that they all
point the same way. The amount of juvenile delinquency has been decreasing steadily for many years, as shown by the Children s Bureau (many alarmist accounts to
the contrary notwithstanding). Similarly,
the proportion of illegitimate births has been
declining for years. Marriage is occurring
a little earlier in the whole population. A
larger part of the population is marrying
now than formerly. The venereal diseases
seem to be decreasing, not increasing, in extent. There is no evidence of any increase
of abortions among the unmarried. Commercial prostitution has been greatly restricted during the last fifteen years.
A good deal of study of the expressed
views of college students about matrimony
has convinced me that most of them have
satisfactory ideals on mating, with the one
exception that they do not evaluate heredity
properly. It is not necessary to be an extremist on this point to hold that it should
at least be among ten or a dozen qualifications^ considered in picking out a husband
or wife. How far the high ideals are actually put into practice is a different question, which would afford a fascinating study.
In brief, the child's success in future marriage and parenthood depends primarily on
his own parents. They are entitled to demand much more help from the schools than
is now given, but most of their responsibility can not be shifted to the schools or to
anyone else—it will be met by the parents
themselves, or else it will not be met at all."
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THE READING TABLE
A GREAT BOOK FOR STUDENTS OF
ENGLISH LITERATURE
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half-year, relieving the monotony of mere memorizing by the analytical and constructive
work of phrase building. Acquisition of vocabulary is further facilitated by a carefully
selected list of English derivatives, based on the
prescribed word-lists for each term, combined
with the corresponding assignments foe 1116 ® " y
of the elements of word-formation. The etymological grouping of the general vocabulary puts
additional emphasis on word-analysis and t
practice of vocabulary building, and follows the
modern trend toward constructive methods in
presentation. The articles on Roman background
are designed to furnish concisely the material
required by the syllabus and essential for the cultural side of the work. Illustrations are added
to subjects which need graphic presentation.
A collection of standardized examinations furnishes ample material for syntax study and review, as well as text for practice in translation
and Latin composition. The lists of idioms and
words commonly confused contain all expressions
which long practical experience
special attention m the work of the first two
years. The outline of Roman history aims to
present a condensed story of political and social
development, restricted to details of real historical

Famous Editions of English Poets By John O.
Beaty and John W. Bowyer New York: Richard R. Smith, Inc. 1931 Pp. 1312- ?4'00: •
Dr. John 0. Beaty, professor of literature in
the Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas,
who has already put students and teachers into his
debt by his valuable books, has just made another
notable contribution in his field, m collaboration
with Professor John W. Bowyer.
Eighteen complete volumes, each of the most
famous edition, of twelve major P0fs—Shak"'
peare, Milton, Dryden, Pope, Gray, Wordsworth
Coleridge, Byron, Shelley Keats, Tennyson and
Browning—are reproduced in this delightful collection. "Reproduced" is believed to be the word
proper here, for a genuine flavor of the originals
is given by the inclusion of eighteen of the original title pages in facsimile, together with numerous pages of manuscript, letters, or signatures of
the authors. For example, we are shown m its
original form the contract for the sale of Paradise Lost"; the conclusion of a letter from Dryden
to Jacob Tonson; a letter of Gray to Dr. Thomas
"^n short the book is adapted for the following
Wharton; a facsimile of the original manuscript purposes. (1) A guide for the intensive study of
of Tennyson's Epilogue to the Idylls of the the essentials of first-year and second-year Latin.
King." Historic portraits of the famous poets (2) A drill-book to supplement any basic text,
are also included.
,
,
,
term by term. (3) A final review for driving
The clear and attractive printing makes ttie home the fundamental principles required by the
pages of this book easy to read; the brief notes syllabus.
J. a. a.
are tucked away out of sight (almost) near the
end of the volume; the index is really serviceable Latin II. By Henry Carr Pearson and Lillie
in helping one to find things that are wanted,
Maria Lawrence. New York: American Book
and one falls into the historical atmosphere and
Company. 1930. Pp. xvii+636.
literary charm of the work ere he is aware, ihe
This book presents a second-year course in
words of Keats, or whoever it was, seem to come Latin, and is designed to follow Latin I, the first
irresistibly to mind, "A thing of beauty is a joy book of the series, with no break in continuity.
Like the earlier book, it aims to follow the recom^"Every volume of the eighteen included in mendations of the Classical Investigation as to
Famous Editions of English Poets is a letter-for- content and method. Attention is called to the
letter word-for-word, and punctuation-for-punc- following features.
tuation reprint of the early edition. WithUone ex(1) In accordance with the practice now genception the entire collection has been set I' P?™ erally followed, the reading of Caesar is deferred
photographic plates of the originals in the British for at least one-third of the year, and reading
Museum. Drydcn's "Absalom and Achitophel
material of a similar nature to that used in the
was set up from photographs of the copy in the first year is substituted. A simple 7eLS10^.5
Bodleian Library. When necessary, collations stories of the Trojan War and of the Odyssey
have been made, chiefly at the Wrenn Library, has been chosen, aiming to gwe the Pupd conwhere originals of sixteen of the eighteen repro- nected stories of cultural value which will be useduced volumes are to be found
to him whether his Latin career ends after
The compilers and the publishers. have spared ful
two years' study or includes the JEeneid at a
no pains, no cost, in the preparation of this work, later period^o ^ point wjiere the reading of
and we bespeak for it the cordial reception and
wide use that it deserves.
w
Caesar is begun, the book f°llows cxac|ly
method of presentation used in Latin 1. In these
chapters such new facts of form and syntax as
Latin—Two Years. By Clyde R. Jeffords- New are
for the reading of Ciesar are careYork; Globe Book Company. 1930. Pp. 150. fullvessential
developed.
Class order price, SO cents
13") Each chapter of Part I contains a section
This book contains in condensed and classified emphasizing the contribution of Latin to everyday
form the essentials of first-year and second-year English, and continuing the study of prefixes and
Latin in secondary schools, following the recotn- suffixes. Similar paragraphs are to be found at
mendations of the Classical Investigation, the Col- frequent intervals throughout the part of the
lege Entrance Examination Board, and the recent book devoted to Caesar.
,
f
revision of the syllabus in ancient languages
(4) The book aims to present the story of the
Special phrase lists furnish combined drill on Gallic Wars as a whole. For this purpose there
both the vocabularies and the inflections of each
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are inserted summaries and translations of portions not given in Latin for the pupil's mastery
Ihe text has been cut freely in order to bring the
total amount within the limits possible of accomplishment in the allotted time, but, with a few
sssrs^ ro"i™ —
vz
(5) Following the continuous Caesar narrative
for
ht
The,* include
• Se, atl0nS
are of
given'
These
some off&the translation
omitted parts
the
fumCivne

"'

and tW0 passages from the
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which they occur. Thus, every possible aid i<;
given to help the student in attaining progressive
power to read Latin,
ugicssive
The wide range in the Latin reading, together
50 3
aidS t com reh
the sfudem
°
P ofension,
assists
student "in ^
the attainment
progressive
^ rary,aPPBatm
recia tland also in the "development
. on, increased understanding

T adtf increased
? ernents. ability
English
whichother
are foreign
related
to Latin,
to learn

Bel-

haS ee laid by tbe autho
ten LaHC
Latin,refrn
from
A
the cfirm conviction that
« on
it iswritan
invaluable means of securing clarity of ideas and
accuracy of expression. Each exercise deals with
a specified grammatical topic, the whole series
forming a comprehensive review of the syntactical

A N E W Ba ng
A r Leitzell.
. "age-Published
By C. C. by
Crawford
and Edna M.
C C
Crawford University of Southern California
Los Angeles. 1930. Pp. 242. $2 00
it has been frequently stated that both too
req
in the firSt two
Ladn. ^
of many and too few students are studying foreign
(7) The required vocabulary is presented in languages in our high schools and colleges. Too
many take up the study of foreign language meresmall groups of words as they occur in the text ly
to satisfy technical requirements Sr to S
The complete list for the year is supplementary
what is believed to be a mark of culture. Too
ln
n
or the first
t Jif" contain
' all the required
year;
the two
lists together
words
for few approach the study with real purpose and
a two-year vocabulary, as specified in the list gam real satisfaction. If a change is to be
issued by the College Entrance Examinat on brought about in the situation, it will have to be
fojlr" „ ltot of thc N„ YoAS,- through an intensive study of the problem by
those interested in the foreign languages. It will
also be necessary to enlist the co-operation of students in coming to a common understanding of
L
UR
YEA
fnIdHN^hard
rvr
^ By Harry Edwin Burton the purposes and satisfactions which may be
R" j ^
,:M°tt Gummere- Newark: Silver, gamed from the study of a foreign language.
$188
^ Company- 1931- PP- lv+433. . Iwo of the most intensive as well as extensive
Latin—Fourth Year supplies all the material investigations of foreign language study are those
necessary for the study of Latin poetry in sec- carried on by the American and Canadian Comondary schools. It includes the most widely ap- mittees on Modern Languages, and by the Advisory Committee of the American Classical League
seI tlons m
^
former requirements and, in the other professional literature on foreign lanse ect lons
nf the editors andj of, many
which
in thehave
experience
of
teachers
proved guage instruction is quite extensive and varied,
to be within the ability of students and of special the greater portion of it, however, deals with
interest to them. The judgment of Latin teachers the problems of the teacher rather than with those
throughout the country was expressed in their ot the student. To date no comprehensive book
has been prepared designed to stimulate and guide
a S
a
" .y®rs,t0 chosen
, •JuesBomaire
on a list Those
of selections,
tentatively
by the editors.
selec- students in their own study of the problem. Dr.
tions which the greatest number of teachers Crawford and Miss Leitzell, in approaching their
deemed most appropriate are included in Latin— work from this point of view, have made a definite contribution to the solution of the problems
natel ia
wThe JZ' In
■ a more
- l is
provided than of foreign language study and teaching. Thev
year /
by most
classes
a ^ an opportunity to choose .the
teachers
are afforded
selec- have prepared a book primarily for students, but
one that will also be helpful to teachers. The
USe
r StUdy nd or
IP
,f Year
v
f- also
f sight
Lahn—Fourth
supplies
all thereading.
equip- situation is viewed from the standpoint of the
ment necessary for the study of Latin poetry in learner rather than that of the teacher, not with
secondary schools Realizing that the beginning the Mea of relieving the teacher of his responsiof the study of Latin poetry presents new lin- Diuty, but, rather, as an aid in giving more purguistic elements, the editors have given in the pose to foreign language study. This recognition
notes all needed assistance. On this account ob- of the place of the student in the learning situascure passages and unusual words are translated tion is in harmony with the general social and
Forms and syntax that are likely to be unfamiliar educational trends of the day.
to the student are simply and clearly explained. ■ 'hhi, au^0fs have shown good judgment in givLiterary allusions show how Latin literature has ing the student a great number of suggestions
influenced the literature of the western world
mv
^e.1^ t0. select and use those which
furthermore provision has been made for the will be most helpful in the realization of his special purposes in the study of a foreign language.
°ffhe by
vocabulary
required
for the
fourth I hey have indicated under what conditions and
year ofr Latin
the College
Entrance
Examination Board and the New York State Syllabus with what purposes one method may be used more
these required words are entered in boldface effectively than another. It may be pointed out to
type in a vocabulary on the page on which they both students and teachers that no one method
occur. In addition, words shown by experi- is to be used to the exclusion of other methods
ence to be unfamiliar to the student are entered but that procedures are to be determined with
in italic type in the vocabulary on the page on reference to the existing conditions and the ends
to be attained.
J A S
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The Open Road to Reading Books,
Prim"
Through Third Grade. By R-d Smith and
Annie Henshall Sutton. Illustrated by T. Liler
Young. New York: Gum & Co. 1928.
The books in this series were written with
«¥£ ySeltow'/iS'.hKlumij" »y. Profe.- child and his desires in mind,, therefore they consor Fulton in his preface, "are those five plays tain interesting and stimulating material,
y
upon which the election most generally lights are well graded, the material is carefully grouped
when the underclassman is to be served •
the pictures are charming, and the mechanical
ard the Third, Henry the Fourth, Part One, As make-up is conducive to pleasurable reading. ^
You Like It, Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, and
K
TheLNerilson text has been f^lowed but scene Fact and Story Readers. Books 1, 2, and 3.
headings and stage directions have been modernBv Suzzallo Freeland, McLaughlin, and Skinized Writes the editor: "Since divinity doth
ner. Illustrated by. Ku.h H.llock
„
not 'hedge these about (for they are mainly the
New York; American Book Co. Book 1, pp.
i^Q "Rook II PP. 238. Book III, pp. 261.
work of journeyman hands and inserts oflater
times') they have been summoned to serve as
The stories in these readers contain worth
such devices do in a modern play and minister while material centered around interesting
topics.
ttipir share to the general intelligibility.
The checks are especially good, for fhsy,not; 0" ^
Students will find useful a marginaloutlmeor lists the child's ability to read understandingly but
crloss presented at suitable intervals. Ihese side
they also make a strong appeal to his
headings, it is hoped, will enable the reader to as- The illustrations are most unusual an^p£ Sig'
sure himself of his bearings.^
.
«
Tvpographically, the book is most pleasing an
accommodates itself to the student who repines Reading Activities i\thE Primary Grader By
before a too-condensed page.
Grace E. Storm and Nila E. South. New YorK.

The College Shakespeare Edited by Maurice
Garland Fulton, with collaboration from Lillian
K Sabine. New York; The Macmillan Com-

ar
Analysis and Evaulation %th^e
ning Situ^
ation in a Classroom. By D^vld H^Eierc^
and Council Dean. New York: New York
University. 1930. 10 cents a copy, So cents a
dozen, Manual 35 cents.
A very simple and usable score ^ with a
manual to explain the meaning of each toP10 to
be scored. Both the manual and score card are
Of C 0
A s TentitleSsuggests, the emphasis is on the
learning situsdion. The teacher can therefore be
judged more fairly and intelligently Moreover by
the continued use of such a score card, the quality
of teaching should be improved.
^ u-

New Progressive Road to Reading, Primer
through Book Three, By Clare Rleiser William Ettinger. Edgar Dubs Shemer and Nathan
Peyser. New York; Silver Burdett & Lo.
An0 outstanding feature
of this senes is the
introductory book for each Srade' ln „
•
to the regular reader for that grade. By this
plan the children are introduced to new material
^TheTubject' matter is taken front worthwhile
literary selections and there is much ^n£yg
Songs for the School Year. By George S. Dare.
New York; A. S. Barnes and Co., Inc. tyni.
Old ^foik 'songs and music by ^nda^dJ10,."1"
posers give this book a worth while character.
The same material, however, may be found in
other editions which are more conyement and
usable as to size, and more economical for the
"iTIdlitio^bo^r'attractively. arranged table
of contents there are a classified index an alphabetical index, and a calendar for the school year
The book is neat in appearance and not too
bulky
in spite of its heavy cover.
^ m- '

Frorn&the0 title one readily sees that this book
was written for those interested ^P^cfrs by
method of teaching reading. Ine autnors_ oy
virtue of their experience and
to teacher training institutions a ^xt which covers
all the basic problems of the subject. Ihis book
is well organized, is simply and clearly written,
and contains plenty of illustrative concrete material.
Siifnt Reading Beginning Work Book, By
Chrence R Stone. Boston: Houghton Mifflm
Tn 1931 Pp. 46. 28 cents.
This work book is to be used m connection
with reading in the low first grade. In the words
(ll^to develop an attitude of reading for mean(2) to^develop comprehension of words, phrases,
and sentences
,
. .
(3) to provide for mastery of a minimum number of relatively easy words of fundamental
m irSSp SSr'K?
p«.
TolhfSi? Wh?ha. li..l. .orkiny mwi.l
at hand this book is excellent, for it
so ca
fully worked out.
Gray Kitten and Her Friends. By Norman H.
Hall. Illustrated by Matilda Bruer Chicago.
Hall & McCreary Company. 193U. t P- mGray^itten and Her Friends, a story for be2inne« tells of the adventures and experiences
of the Gray Kitten familiar to the children who
have read the Smedley & Olsen Rr,™er- , ; th
The vocabulary is the same as that used in tne
Smedley & Olsen New Primer.
The arrangement, however, is new and very interesting Where other primers have been used
this bofk will be found a very useful supplement-
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ary reader for the last quarter of the first grade
M. L. S.
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- Johnson, Peoria,
Reviirf
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Huber TTI1n^ILfKaHKRSE/- B-y Miriam B'anton
v
i American
IllustratedBook
by Co.
Curtis1931Sprague
York:
Pn 112New
32
cents.
* 1
This is one of the most fascinating and entertaining stories ever written for first grade chilmih/hhorse, asr6lates
theabout
experiences
of day
Skags,
the milk
he went
his work,
by
day—in such a way that the child's interest is
held from the beginning to the end of the story
r
with
Readfn^ vor
h I1*5 for chthe
^cked
Gates
Keading
vocabulary
PrimarytheGrades
therefore making the book valuable for supp£
raentary use in the beginning grades.
M. L. S.

Workbook m Civics By R. O. Hughes. New
York. Allyn and Bacon. 1930. Pp. 300.
11 e ce ! nt

I

"

1» i I "

thJrmmlV
? 'his
? own
arrangement
for textbook
enabling
the
pupil to make
notebook and
Enou
tn ^
&h isinformation
given in the
forms
to
convey much
andprinted
to stimulate
and direct work along definite lines. The scope
is comprehensive, and the arrangement of topics
is logical and convenient. The work is suitable
for high schools or the upper grades.
Amemciw History Workbook. By West and
^■lace. New York: Allyn and Bacon. 1930.

1
• i
■ ■ 1":

1 • f'
r ■

i. i j-,

a {■

T S
h„
w, y'orkbThe
2,0uk ispages
similar
the one
forprinted
civics,
by Hughes.
are tolarge;
those
are in clear type, with pictures and outline maps
in illustration. Enough is done and given to
guide the pupil to definite purpose, but enough
is left for him to do to call forth real effort. This
P ared e
w 15 sI,l:fcStory
.
for use with West
and West
of?P«:iaIly
Our Country."

Supplement to Paintings of Many Lands and
Ages. Paragraphs on One Hundred Paintings
Following the Series Prepared by Albert W.
Heckman for his Teacher's Manual on Art Appreciaticn. Edited by Francis H. Robertson.
1090 Pp.
0' 64.
£oni50
ik: cents.4 Extension Press, Inc.
1929.

aUthor kas given sotne very definite and
helpful suggestions in this pamphletf
revised from
the first publication in 1908, on the coping saw
0
Schools of Sea
W
a1hingtoCnrri^ Th
ttle,
Washington
TheOUt
use '"f
ofthe
patterns
for this work
as suggested, is conducive to better appearing re-'
suits, but the too constant use of this method

child

unwholesome possibilities
G. M.toP.the
Voyage of Growing Up. By Turner and

eC
D C
The
amhNeWhave
t,York:written
- aHeath
I he authors
book and
in Co
which
health facts are presented in a story-like form
The summary of each chapter is made in a form

fourtlTiradm Th
and entenaining. The

chlldren
«
presentatl0

"

the
third and
is
interesting

In Training for Health. By Turner and Pinckney. New York: D. C. Heath & Co.
b.J^'VnV'd'lfV0 TAe V°ya9e 0f Growing Up.
dren The pn o ra fourth and fifth grade chilI ve training.
r .g m There
is chiefly
one suggestions
of activity
anda health
are many
dL"™;?™"'of ™,!

in

rl-'f
K.
p. W.

panyVlPSl Pp S6.k: A""™
^
tA^t|t0ush the references are to lessons, pages
nd illustrations of Brigham and McFarlane's
Essentials of Geography, First Book, the publication has many helpful suggestions which teachers
of elementary geography could use to advantage
with any text discussing the same topics and seltions of the United States. If a school is usfng
Er'gham and McFarlane text, the teacher
welcome
Knot
this well-planned manual or work
00k
R. M. H.
How to Supervise. By George C. Kyte. Boston •
Houghton Mifflin Company. 1931. Pp. 468.

Art
w
mil«P
.rrfSran
Ji-0L- theannually
Extension
Society
JLIT
ith briefly
recentlytheaccepted
procedures,
the
calls
for the
publishing
of a number
of author
traces
historical
development
masterpieces ot painting, previously unavailable of supervision out of, and its relation to the
m fane art color reproductions, and as these Artext administrative and mspectional functions, and sets
rnnts and Juniors have been issued, it has become forth a modern philosophy of sound supervision
By numerous illustrations of actual working
desirable to provide analytical drawings, descripplans
he then develops some of the more impor?
4lv para
bs an<
^jP
i biographical
notes,
relating
to ®these additional
pictures.
Hence,
the publicae
0ry tcc
ooSentvisitation^
Rh t-SUPerV1
hmque, teachers'
such as
tion of this volume. The arrangement of ma- ckssr
classroom
anda conference,
tena!, as in the Paintings of Many Lands and meetings, demonstration teaching, course of study
Ages will be found in alphabetical order accordng
and
forth 0np "h
lu515111081
measurements, and so
8
a rtlS ts
L ke ts
r apS
tt,
m
'',
;
i,
forerunner,
this
booklet
of
thV
ho
h
v
Vni,9ue and
Practical
part
k in the hands of every teacher in the
the book is the concluding
section
of three
should be
grades who wishes to lead her pupils to a true
P rS dea
w
img ith the inexperienced, the weak
appreciation of the great paintings. The approach a"dj !r
ihj; suPenor types of teachers. Excellent and
is correct, in that it is from a truly appreciative complete bibliographies
accompany each chapter
angle, and the biographical notes are brief but ^h'sb^k forms all lnterest;ng and satisfacto
enlightening.
G M P
nUm ro us
? in
- the
oihersupervision
textbooks of
in this
field th
thatt center 1largely
the
various school subjects.
w. j q
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the American Red Cross Life-Saving Corps,
visited H. T. C. during the last week m
Miss Adele Clark, former dean of women March. Captain Carr, who will be^ rememof William and Mary College, was the mam bered because of his previous visits here,
speaker at the student government installa- conducted a series of examinations for cantion exercises on March 30, when all new didates for the examiner's certificate.
Miss Clara Turner, dietitian, and Miss
student officers took over their positions.
Florence
Boehmer, dean of women, enterMiss Clark spoke on various aspects of
tained
the
dining room scholarship girls,
student government, bringing out the priMarch
18,
with a formal banquet.
mary necessity for self-government.
Mary
Swartz
and Grace Epperson upheld
Two Navajo rugs and a picture of a typical landscape on the Navajo reservation the affirmative side of a debate with Farmwere sent as a gift to the college on Foun- ville, March 23, on the question of the policy
der's Day by Miss Beatrice Marable, "first of free trade. The negative side won the
daughter." Although the usual celebration decision of the judges with a vote of 2 to 1.
Members of the H. T. C. Glee Club visof this event will be combined with the
Wilson Hall dedication services, an assem- ited Mary Baldwin College March 19, to
bly period was devoted to an informal ac- sing as a part of a planned exchange pro
gram.
ceptance of the gifts.
In a series of vaudeville acts presented
A ceremonial service held in March gave
March
28 by various campus organizations
the junior class the privilege of wearing
under
the
sponsorship of the Choral Club,
their class rings. To the freshman class
the
sophomore
class received the prize for
special class privileges were given on
the
best
production.
March 27.
So successful was the musical comedy,
Officers for the three literary societies for
"Jerry
of Jericho Road," in its first apthe spring quarter were elected in March.
pearance
on March 20, that the Athletic
They are; Page—Virginia Thomas, presiAssociation
sponsored its production a secdent; Frances Shelton, vice-president,
ond
time.
Emma Jane Shultz, secretary; Virginia
"The Heart of Paddy Whack," an Irish
Ruby, treasurer; Frances Snyder, critic,
play
written by Rachel Crothers, was preElizabeth Oakes, sergeant-at-arms; Lucie
sented
April 11 by the Stratfords. In the
Vellines, chairman of program committee.
performance
were Anne Trott, Virginia
Lanier—Maxine Pointer, president; Mary
Thomas,
Florence
Dickerson, Kitty WherCoyner, vice-president; Virginia Strailman,
ret,
Pauline
Efford,
Helen McNeeley, Sarah
secretary; Louise Hooks, treasurer, Eva
Dutrow,
Laura
Purdum,
Dorothy Needy,
Holland, critic; Helen Wick, sergeant-atPrudence
Spooner,
Catherine
Markham,
arms; Pauline Carmines, chairman of proand
Donalene
Harvey.
gram committee. Lee—Marie Burnette,
Winning second place in the choral conpresident; Elspeth Peyton, vice-president;
test,
the Glee Club attended the Virginia
Janet Keenan, secretary; Verice StephenMusic
Festival held at the University of
son, treasurer; Kitty Bowen, critic; Lena
Virginia,
April 16 and 17. The club has
Bones, sergeant-at-arms; Ruth Watt, chairpurchased
new vestments of maroon and
man of program committee.
eggshell
satin,
which were worn at the FesSpring holidays began on April 3, when
tival
for
the
first
time.
an unusually large number of students left
An
exhibit
of
art
work from Pratt Incollege. They returned the following Wedstitute
held
in
Harrison
Hall under the
nesday evening.
joint
sponsorship
of
the
art
department and
Mr. Melville Carr, field representative of
NEWS OF THE COLLEGE
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Art Club aroused a great deal of interest
on campus.
Dr. Walter J. Gifford and Mr. Clyde P.
Shorts, of the education and psychology
department, attended the twenty-sixth annual meeting of the Southern Society for
Philosophy and Psychology held April 3 and
4 at the University of Virginia.
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Janet Keenan, Grace Ferebee, Louise Hobson, Margaret Payne, Lois Van Pelt, Elizabeth Carson, Louise Williamson, and
Louise Neal.
The members of the Page Literary Society observed Page day April 25 in honor
of the birthday of Thomas Nelson Page,
after whom the society was named.
Miss Eunice Kettering, of the music department, will join the music faculty of the
Austrian-American University at Mondsee,
Austria, this summer.

Honoring the varsity and class basketball
teams, a banquet was held April 10, at
which time letters and certificates were presented to Mary Watt, Lena Bones, Lucy
Coyner, Nellie Coyner, Julia Duke, Mary
ALUMNAE NOTES
Farinholt, Jacqueline Johnston, Sue Leeth,
Frances Ralston, and Anna Lyons Sullivan.
PERSONALS
Miss Myrtle L. Wilson, of the home ecoAdelia Krieger is now Mrs. Frank
nomics department, was delegate from the
Weaver and is living in Hope well.
local chapter to the national convention of
Elizabeth Wimbish Aldridge is teaching
the A. A. U. W. held in Boston, April 8 to
kindergarten
in Hopewell.
11.
"Ting" Stevens is now Mrs. W. J. FogThe junior class celebrated class day
arty and is living at 4215 Grove Ave.,
April 24, carrying out the theme of smiling
Richmond.
through the rain, throughout the day. "Oh,
A letter has been received recently at the
Didn t It Rain ?" a two-act play, was preAlumnae Office from June Steele Ruddle.
sented in the evening.
June's address is Poultry Farm, Warm
It has been announced that forty-two
Springs, Va.
girls were on the Honor Rail for the winFanny D. Scott, 315 King Street, Pottster quarter. Names appearing on this list
town, Pa., recently sent dues to the Alumna;
are: Sue Ayres, Delphine Hurst, Grace
Association.
Kerr, Virginia Stark, Ella Stover, Anne
Frances Bass is teaching home economics
Irott, Lillie Frances Blankenbaker, Jane
at Chase City.
Campbell, Audrey Cassell, Shirley Miller,
Margaret Greaves is assistant dietitian at
Elizabeth Oakes, Gertrude Rust, Frances
the U. S. Veteran's Hospital, Coatesville
Snyder, Virginia Thomas, Kathryn FirePenn.
baugh, Lois Winston, Ruth E. Miller, GarMargaret Dixon, a four-year graduate of
net Hamrick, Martha Boaz, Julia Duke,
the class of '30, recently accepted a posiCatherine Markham, Edna Motley, Harriet tion as dietitian at St. Luke's Hospital
Ullrich, Lois Hines, Sydney Aldhizer, Clara
Philadelphia.
Belle Dove, Dorothy Dove, Mary Morgan,
Gertrude Drinker has been chosen as a
Vesta Landes, Dorothy Martin, Margaret
candidate from Virginia to try for the
Eure, Gladys Farrar, Dorothy Gresham,
Payne Fellowship of Research with the U.
Ruth Watt, Mary Cloe, Doris Lucille Han- S. Department of Agriculture.
ger, Mary Lawson, Mildred Simpson, Hilda
Veta Draper is connected with the Red
Hisey, Sarah Lemmon, Mary Rebecca SpitCross work in Washington.
zer, and Lena Ralston.
Helen Goodson, Virginia Turpin, and
New members of the Cotillion Club
Isabel Duval of Norfolk, attended the H.
pledged this quarter are Frances Neblett, T. C. dance in February.
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Pettit; Doris Persinger; Madge Bryan
Evelyn Timberlake of Alexandria recentBurnett; Annie Ballard Adams; Thelma
ly sent dues for Life Membership in the
Gochenour; Betty Davis.
Alumnse Association.
WEDDINGS
The Hampton Local Alumna; Chapter reAnnouncement has reached us of the
cently elected new officers for their club. marriage of Miss Elizabeth Coyner, daughPresident, Sue Kelly; Vice-President, Emily
ter of Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Coyner of
Hogge; Secretary and Treasurer, Louise Waynesboro, and Mr. Thomas C. Lipscomb,
Bloxom.
which was solemnized in March.
Anna Forsberg Earner has a little daughMiss Sara Belle Shirkey and Mr. Charles
ter, Frances Randolph, born on January 3, Irvine Gather were married on April 2 in
at Norfolk.
Wilson Memorial Methodist Church, BalMargaret Alice Powell was married the timore, Md. Mrs. Gather is a graduate of
Saturday before New Year s to Mr. Hewin, H. T. C. and for the last few years has been
in the First Christian Disciple's Church, a member of the faculty of Handley High
Norfolk.
School, Winchester.
Miss Eunice Wren Rohr, daughter of
Mrs. Kitty Sullivan Dwyer has a small
son born at the Rockingham Memorial Mrs. Clarence M. Rohr of Harrisonburg,
Harrisonburg, the latter part of February.
and Mr. Helmar Hastings Carper, of WashRebecca Root, a two-year graduate of ington, D, C., were married on March 3 in
'29, died February 19 in Johnston City, N. Harrisonburg. Mr. and Mrs. Carper will
C., after a two weeks illness from pneu- make their home at 3700 Massachusetts
monia. She was buried in Johnston City, Ave., N. W., Washington.
Miss Bessie Bertschey and Captain Wilwhere she had been teaching this winter.
liam
Eagan were married on February 6 at
While the Alumna; Secretary was visitPhoebus. After a honeymoon in Cuba,
ing the various towns and cities of the state,
Captain and Mrs. Eagan returned to Fort
she had personal interviews with the folEustis where they will be located for some
lowing alumnae:
time.
Danville—Gladys Haralin Nelson; Lulu
At the Presbyterian church at Hampton,
Boisseau; Ethel Davis; Sue Geoghegan;
Miss Virginia Curtis became the bride of
Elsie Haga; Thelma Haga Ragland; BarMr. John Hogge on April 4. After their
bara Schwarz.
honeymoon, Mr. and Mrs. Hogge will be at
Newport News—Emily Hogge; Rose home on Apple Ave., Hampton.
Hogge; Charlotte Wilson; Sue Kelly;
H. T. C. ALUMN2E DINNERS
Emily Wiley; Katherine Pace; Ruth FitchPORTSMOUTH CHAPTER
ett; Pauline Miley.
On March 11 members of the Portsmouth
Portsmouth — Mattie Worster; Carrie Alumnae Chapter gave a banquet at the
Bishop; Emily Duke; Loulie Duke; Kath- Nansemond Hotel, Ocean View, in honor of
erine Vance; Margaret Murden; Gilbert President Duke of Harrisonburg State
Dye.
Teachers College. Those present were
Accomac — Virginia
Budd;
Lillian Elizabeth Joyner '24; Helen Acton '18
Emily Duke '30; Kathryn Barham '29
Doughty; Maude Nicholson.
Cape Charles—Harriet Short Ayers; Vir- Lelia Moore '25; Ruth Lewis '25 ; Margaret
Murden '24; Gilbert Dye '25; Maggie Drewginia Kellam.
ery '24; Mildred Baker '27; Mary Louise
Franktown—"Till" Bell; Mary Fray.
Charlottesville—Ada Lee Berrey; Emma Dunn '29; Jeannette Duling '29; Virginia
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Milford '25; Dorothy Rudd '25; Margaret
Leavitt '25; Emily Nichols Spong '18; Delia
Leigh Pettus '24; Mary Carter Hunt '25;
Sophia Simpson '22; Mary Alice Woodard
'24; Lucille Duling '27; Lois Claud '27;
Gladys Vincent '23; Mildred Dunnavant
30; Lulie Duke '30; Dorothy Frey '29 ;
Maude Cutherell '24; Audrey Chewning
'23; Rowena Lacy '28; Sherwood Jones '27;
Margaret Watts '27; Bernice Gay Euler
22; Elizabeth Thomas '24; Roberta Coffield '22; Lillian Barham '23; Mattie Worster '21.
The Hampton-Newport News Chapter
entertained President Duke on Friday,
March 13. The day was not at all unlucky,
for the peppiest" crowd of all alumnae met
and talked far-far-into the night.
The
chapter s newly-elected officers are Sue
Kelly, president; Emily Hogge, vice-president ; Louise Bloxom, secretary-treasurer.
NORFOLK CHAPTER
About thirty-five alumnae met at a formal
dinner at the Fairfax Hotel on Thursday,
March 12, in honor of President Duke.
The Norfolk Chapter has been very active
this year under the leadership of Isabel
DuVal.
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present plant so that the school can eventually accommodate one hundred boys. It
will probably take $500,000 to carry out the
school s plans which include new dormitories, an academic building, chapel, library,
dining hall, and gymnasium.
Warrenton Country School for girls last
year built a teachers' residence, remodeled
the gymnasium and added five classrooms
to it, and installed a central heating plant.
Luther Warner of Richmond is the school's
ai chitect. Bradford Williams, landscape
aichitect of Boston, is now directing work
on the grounds.
Woodberry Forest School last fall completed a new $45,000 classroom building,
Anderson Hall, and dedicated Hanes Field!
the new athletic field with the William j!
Hanes Memorial Fountain and Field House
of which the total cost was $32,000.
Early in 1930, Hargrave Military Academy, Chatham, opened a new fireproof dormitory with a capacity of fifty boys.
The Massanutten Academy, Woodstock,
plans to erect a new building shortly.
—Private School News.
AN ESSAY ON CHERUBS
The picture was a detail of the famous
Sistine Madonna, The Cherubs. The composition was Maudie's. Maudie was in the
third grade.
"Cherubs are two little things hanging
on to nothing with their arms. The cherub's
eye is black and their wings is black and
they haven't any clothes on. But that don't
make no difference because the part of them
that wears clothes isn't there."

PRIVATE SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
IN VIRGINIA
Construction began last fall on the new
Madeira School plant at Greenway, Fairfax
County, a few miles from Washington, and
the school will open in its new country
location next fall. The plans of Waldron
Faulkner, architect, call for a group of ten
buildings of Colonial design. The estate
consists of 210 acres and has more than half
a mile frontage on the Potomac. About
OUR CONTRIBUTORS
$675,000 is to be spent on the development. ALAN BURTON CLARKE as a special writer
and member of the editorial staff of the RichStuart Hall, Staunton, has a new building
mond Times-Dispatch. When announcement was
under construction which it is expected to
made of textbooks adopted by the State Board
of Education, there was the usual criticism of
open this year.
the board s action. Mr. Clarke's series of
articles followed.
Stuyvesant School, Warrenton, is having
plans drawn by Smith and May, Baltimore B t?S!i? L"rf0i-R??Y is ass;stant Principal of the
n
prwsn pu is
•00 a' Wln
Chester, of
Virginia.
architects, for buildings to supplement its AT Tr,"p hOWLER
supervisor
the. fifth
grade in the Harrisonburg Training School.
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